
Error Analysis of Automati Speeh ReognitionUsing Prinipal Diretion Divisive Partitioning ?David MKoskey and Daniel BoleyDepartment of Computer Siene and EngineeringUniversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 55455, USA ??Abstrat. This paper desribes an experiment performed using thePrinipal Diretion Divisive Partitioning algorithm (Boley, 1998) in orderto extrat linguisti word error regularities from several sets of medialditation data. For eah of six physiians, two hundred �nished medialditations aligned with their orresponding automati speeh reognitionoutput were lustered and the results analyzed for linguisti regularitiesbetween and within lusters. Sparsity measures indiated a good �t be-tween the algorithm and the input data. Linguisti analysis of the outputlusters showed evidene of systemati word reognition error for shortwords, funtion words, words with destressed vowels, and phonologialonfusion errors due to telephony (reording) bandwidth interferene. Noqualitatively signi�ant distintions between lusters ould be made byexamining word errors alone, but the results on�rmed several informallyheld hypotheses and suggested several avenues of further investigation,suh as the examination of word error ontexts.1 IntrodutionIndustrial grade speeh reognition has made numerous advanes in reent years,espeially in orpus based implementations. Modern reognition software suh asthe appliation used for this study, often employs a sophistiated ombination oftehniques for mathing speeh utteranes with their most likely or most desir-able text representation (e.g. Hidden Markov modes, rule-based post-reognitionproessors, partial parsers, et.). Under ideal onditions, these models enjoy aombined reognition auray that approahes 100%. However, word errors dueto the misreognition of an utterane are still not very well understood. Manysimple fators inuene word reognition auray, suh as model parameters(e.g. language model saling fators, word insertion penalties, et.), speeh u-eny or disueny, and items missing from the reognition model's voabulary.Other fators are more omplex, suh as the inuene of voal prosody, or voweldevoiing.Tuning these reognition tools requires extensive analysis, experimentation,and testing. One useful tehnique for analyzing word errors is linguisti analysis,? This work was partially supported by NSF grant IIS-9811229.?? Please forward all inquiries to mkoskey�s.umn.edu



in whih one inspets the available data in searh of word error exemplars thatadequately represent the more general ase. Filled pauses ("um" or "ah"), forexample, have been suessfully modeled using this tehnique, and have beenshown to "follow a systemati distribution and well de�ned funtions" [4℄. Asa result reognition auray for medial ditation is enhaned by representingthe frequeny of �lled pauses in the reognition model's training data [5℄. Unfor-tunately, other word errors, suh as words mistakenly reognized as �lled pauses(e.g. "um" may be mistakenly reognized as "thumb" or "arm") [4℄ are muhmore diÆult to analyze beause of their sparsity. In ases where word errorsare sparse, error detetion by inspetion, while still the most aurate of anytehnique, beomes muh more arduous and/or ostly.As part of the Web ACE Projet [1℄, the Priniple Diretion Divisive Par-titioning (PDDP) algorithm was originally designed to lassify large olletionsof douments gleaned from the World Wide Web by lustering them on wordfrequeny. Eah doument is enoded as a olumn vetor of word ounts for allwords in the doument set, and the doument vetors ombined into a singlematrix. The lustering proess reursively splits the matrix and organizes theresulting lusters into a binary tree.The lustering proess onsists of four steps:1. Assign the input matrix as the initial luster and root of the output PDDPtree. For the initial iteration, the root node is also the only leaf node.2. Calulate the satter value for all leaf nodes in the PDDP tree and selet thenode with the largest satter value.3. For eah doument d in the selted luster C ontaining k douments, assignd to the left or right hild of C aording to the sign of the linear disrim-ination funtion gC(d) = uTC (d � wC) = Pni=1 ui(di � wi) where wC is theentroid of the urrent luster and uC is the diretion of maximal variane,or priniple diretion of C. If gd � 0, then plae d into the new left hildnode of C, otherwise, plae d into the new right hild of C.4. Repeat from step 2The vetor wC def= 1kPj dj is the mean or entroid of node C. The sattervalue used for this study is simply the sum of all squared distanes from eahdoument d to the luster entroid w, though any other suitable riterion maybe used as well. The priniple diretion uC orresponds to the largest eigenvalueof the sample ovariane matrix for the luster C. This alulation is the ostliestportion of the algorithm, but an be performed quikly with a Lanzos-basedsingular value solver. The splitting proess repeats until either the maximumsatter value of any leaf node is less than the satter of all urrent leaf nodeentroids (a stop test), or until a desired total number of leaf nodes has beenreahed [2℄.Two strengths of the PDDP algorithm inlude its ompetitiveness with re-spet to luster quality and run time. Previous analysis indiates that PDDPrun time sales linearly with respet to the density of the input data matrix,not its size [2℄. Studies omparing entropy measures between PDDP and other



lustering methods (suh as Hypergraph or LSI) indiate that PDDP exhibitsompetitive performane on luster entropy ("luster quality") measures [2℄. Forthese reasons, the PDDP algorithm was seleted to luster several sets of medialditation data, lustering on the frequeny of word errors in eah ditation do-ument. We had no solid hypotheses about what sort(s) of results the lusteringwould reveal, but hoped the luster trees would:(a) reveal any linguisti regularities in the word errors of eah luster, and(b) indiate any relationships between spei� word errors and the physiian orphysiians that most often make(s) themResults from the mining proess would be used to further re�ne the aoustiand/or language models required by the reognition software (used for this studyand elsewhere), and to provide new parsing rules for error orretion during post-reognition proessing.2 Data Charateristis and ProessingModern medial pratie typially inludes doument ditation for the sake ofexpedieny. For example, a dotor ditates his or her patient hart notes intoa reording devie, and the audio is replayed for a medial transriptionist (apro�ient typist with extensive medial training). The transriptionist types theditation, formats the text as hart notes, and submits them to the ditatingdotor for inspetion. One the notes are inspeted, proofread, and approved,they are inserted into the patient's medial reord. Below is an exerpt from asample �nished transription:h date ih name iSubjetive: patient is a 51-year-old woman here for evaluation of om-plaints of sore throat and left ear popping.Objetive: The patient is alert and ooperative and in no aute distress.External ears and nose are normal.Assessment: Upper respiratory trat infetion.Plan: treat symptomatially with plenty of uids, a vaporizer and anal-gesis as needed.Linguisti Tehnologies In. (LTI), a medial transription ompany basedin St. Peter, MN USA, performs reognition on medial ditation audio usingan automated speeh reognition appliation. This appliation is omprised of aHidden Markov Model deoder, aousti model, language model, and languageditionary. A rule-based post proessor is also used after reognition is omplete,to perform several simple parsing tasks, suh as formatting numbers (e.g. "onehundred forty over eighty" beomes "140/80"). The output text is then orretedand formatted by a medial transriptionist for �nal approval by the ditating



physiian. The reognition output, if suÆiently aurate, signi�antly reduesthe medial transriptionist's workload.For eah of six physiians (heneforth talkers), two hundred �nished med-ial ditations and their orresponding reognition output �les were seleted.Eah set of �les was sanitized to remove demographi and time stamp data.Reognition output was onditioned in order to normalize the text (downaseall words, onvert numbers and puntuation to text, use standard representa-tions for ontrations and abbreviations, et.). Normalization also inluded sub-stituting tokens (alled TT-words) for ommon words or phrases (e.g. "TT nad"is substituted for "no aute distress"), words that require apitalization (e.g.proper names) or words that preditably required spei� puntuation marks(e.g. "TT yearold" was substituted for "year-old"). Finished ditations weretreated using PLAB, a proprietary algorithm developed at LTI for inferringtransription of atual speeh from formal transription [5℄. This proess alsoinluded text normalization and rendered the �nished ditation into a form thatonformed aurately to what was atually said in the original ditation audio.For example, the above �nished ditation, after sanitizing and PLAB proessing,would look like this:<s> ditating on paragraph TT solon patient is afifty one TT yearold woman here for evaluation of ahomplaints of a sore throat and left ear popping periodthe TT patient alert ooperative and in TT nad periodexternal ears and nose are normal period TT aolon upperrespiratory trat infetion period paragraph plan olonwill treat this symptomatially with plenty of fluidsah ah vaporizer and analgesis as needed period </s>The PLAB output and normalized/sanitized reognition output were thenaligned word by word. Alignment errors were then divided into three ategories:1. Insertions: words the reognizer inserted that were not in the �nal ditation(e.g. the software reognized a ough, throat-learing, or other suh utteraneas a word).2. Deletions: words the reognizer deleted by mistake, the reverse senario ofan insertion error.3. Substitutions: words the reognizer onfused (e.g. "he" and "she" are easilyonfused).Here is a sample exerpt from an alignment �le, illustrating the three typesof errors:TT oolon TT oolonthe -- DELETIONTT patient TT patientis --- DELETION



alert alertand --- DELETIONooperative ooperativeand andin in--- no INSERTION--- aute INSERTION--- distress INSERTIONTT nad sine SUBSTITUTIONexternal externalears ears... ...A matrix ontaining ounts of eah word error by doument was reatedfor eah error ategory (insertion, deletion, and substitution). Eah matrix wasthen lustered using the PDDP algorithm, whih separated the douments ineah matrix into lusters by word error. Eulidian Norm saling was used [1℄,and the algorithm was halted after �fty lusters were obtained. Histograms werereated for eah luster, indiating the number of douments for eah talker inthat luster. The luster's ten most ommon word errors were also reported, asindiated by the luster entroid's ten highest values. If the luster was split,then the ten highest and ten lowest priniple diretion word errors were alsoreported, indiating the word errors with the greatest ontribution to the split.3 ResultsSparsity measures for eah matrix were taken by simply dividing the number ofentries greater than zero by the total size of the input matrix. These measuresindiated that all input matries were between 0.15% and 0.72% �ll. This is verysparse, whih showed that the data and algorithm were a good math. Somelusters showed a high frequeny of a single talker's douments, but signi�antlyfewer douments from other talkers, as illustrated in Fig. 1). These lustersshowed a relationship between the strongly represented talker and the worderrors of that doument's entroid. (In Figures 1 and 2, eah olored olumnrepresents a di�erent talker. The y-axis on the left edge of the graph ontains asale of 0 to 200, the maximum number of douments for any talker.)Other luster histograms showed a more equal representation among talkers,indiating that word errors reported by the entroid (and in the entroids ofother, similar lusters) were of a more global harater, as indiated in Fig 2.3.1 General CharateristisMost of the words reported at eah luster and at eah split were short words andfuntion words. "Short words" are words that ontain only one or two syllables,suh as "he" or "she" ("longer words" will refer to words of three or more



Fig. 1. This luster and entroid words indiate a strong relationship between a par-tiular talker and partiular word errors.

Fig. 2. This luster suggests that the entroid values are likely global (more ubiquitous)errors.syllables). Funtion words have little semanti ontent, but have grammatialfuntion instead, suh as determiners ("a", "an", "the"), onjuntions ("and","or", "but"), opulas ("is", "was", "were") and quanti�ers (e.g. numbers). Therewas a great amount of overlap between these two ategories, as most funtionwords are short and many short words are funtion words.3.2 Vowel Destressing and ClitiizationNotably, most short word and funtion word errors ontained a destressed vowel.Vowel destressing often o-ours with litiization, in whih the short word is



"attahed" to one of its longer neighbor words. For example, the word "and" inthe above exerpt is destressed and litiized in the phrase "ears and nose": the"a" is destressed and deleted, and the "d" is deleted. The result is an utteranethat sounds like "ears anose" or "earsanose" unless spoken very arefully. Thereognition software treated most words of this type as noise or �lled pauses anddisarded them. Vowel destressing and litiization for short words and funtionwords was ommon throughout most of the medial ditation examined. Whilestill an unon�rmed hypothesis, we suspet that many destressed words wereloated near the ends of phrases, a point at whih a talker's speeh is likely toaelerate.3.3 Vowel SynopeOther lusters showed evidene of vowel synope, in whih unstressed vowelsounds in quikly spoken words are deleted. For example, a talker might signalto the medial transriptionist the end of one paragraph and the beginningof another simply by saying "paragraph". Even in relatively unhurried speeh,though, this word was often said quikly, and in the proess, the seond and"a" in "paragraph" was deleted. The result was an utterane that sounded like"pair-graph". Said even more quikly, the third "a" was also deleted: "pair-grph". As a result, reognition software misidenti�ed the word ontaining thesynopated vowel(s), making a substitution error (e.g."oh" for "zero"), or treatedthe utterane as noise or a �lled pause and disarded it, making a deletion orinsertion error. Synope was also ubiquitous throughout the medial ditationsexamined, though not as ommon as short word errors.3.4 Telephony InterfereneCluster entroids and splits also showed some evidene of telephony bandwidthinterferene. Words (espeially short words) that ontained voieless friativeonsonants ("f", "th", "s", "sh", et.), were easily onfused, espeially in aseswhere the friative arries the greatest amount of word information (e.g. "he"versus "she"). These words were also easily mistaken as noise or �lled pauses,though short words more frequently than longer words (words of three or moresyllables).4 Disussion / Future WorkSeveral onlusions an be drawn from the above results. Firstly, word errorsinvolving short, destressed words and funtion words are ubiquitous throughoutthe medial ditations examined with the PDDP algorithm. Most often, thesewords were onfused with other funtion words, brief periods of silene, bak-ground noise, or �lled pauses. We hypothesized prior to the study that this wasthe ase, but until now, had no way to easily visualize it. One task for sub-sequent studies would be to luster the PDDP tree using a entroid stopping



test (desribed earlier), and re-agglomerate several of the leaf lusters, withoutregard to whih side of the PDDP tree the leaves are situated. This way, lustersthat were aidentally fragmented on one dimension during a split along anotherdimension ould be reassembled.Seondly, number words may or may not ause reognition auray prob-lems, beause it is known that the �rst twenty or so words of any ditationontain the patient name, urrent date, and the name of the ditating physiian.These exerpts are rarely, if ever, reognized aurately. Instead, post-reognitionproessing (simple parsing) seems to more easily retify problems organizing andorreting word errors involving number words. Future work will more arefullyexlude the initial portion of the ditation alignment, so that lustering resultswill onern only number words found in the body of the ditation text.Finally, we also notied that several talkers were split o� into their own lus-ters, suh as the luster shown in Fig. 1. Most often, one or two high frequenyword errors were responsible for separating out a spei� talker, but more gen-erally, we were unable to disern any qualitatively signi�ant word features thatdistinguished words in these lusters from word errors elsewhere in the tree. Forexample, a high frequeny of deletion errors involving the word "and" separatedout one talker, but all by itself, the word "and" isn't signi�antly di�erent fromthe word "an", espeially in telephone speeh. The distinguishing fator(s), then,must reside not only in the distinguishing words themselves, but in the ontext inwhih those words were situated. One important next step for this study will beto examine ontext e�ets surrounding word errors, inluding word olloationand syntati part of speeh.Referenes1. Boley, D.: Prinipal diretion Divisive Partitioning. Data Mining and KnowledgeDisovery. 2:4 (1998) 325-3442. Boley, D., Borst, V.: Unsupervised Clustering: A Fast Salable Method For LargeDatasets. U of MN CSE Report TR-99-029 19983. Pakhomov, S.: Modeling Filled Pauses in Medial Ditations. In Proeedings of the37th Annual Meeting of the Assoiation for Computational Linguistis. (1999)4. Pakhomov, S., Savova, G. 1999 "Filled Pause Distribution and Modeling in Quasi-Spontaneous Speeh. In Proeedings of the 14th International Congress of PhonetiSienes (ICPS). (1999)5. Sullivan - Pakhomov, S., Shonwetter, M.: US Patent Appliation For A Method andSystem for Generating Semi-Literal Transripts for Speeh Rerognition Systems.(2000)


